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We moved our Zen Center to the Kaiserstraße in June and are very grateful for this beautiful location with 
green trees in the courtyard under the blue sky of Vienna. Naturally, with the move we needed to check a lot 
of things. Where furniture and pictures should go, where to put this and that. We are definitely not finished 
yet, but we got a lot done in a very short time. We found out that we have quite a number of calligraphies as 
well. 
  
One calligraphy that we have is very interesting, maybe because it’s not like the rest of them. It shows only a 
part of the heart sutra, half of the calligraphy is still blank. It’s said that the artist died before she or he 
could finish it. So it’s a bit strange to look at it, because one part is just empty. 
  
I wonder if this will maybe happen to all of us too. Some calligraphy will always stay unfinished, no matter 
how hard we try. Sometimes these calligraphies show dragons, snakes, jobs, family and relationships - all 
triggering lots of feelings and emotions. And we only want to go for the amusing and beautiful ones. The 
unpleasant, ugly and unfinished ones we don’t like so much. And usually we are not particularly interested 
in finding out, who is actually doing the calligraphy as well. I don’t know why this is so, but it seems to be 
strongly engraved inside. 
  
That’s why it’s really remarkable and wonderful that we are able to support each other in just watching this 
– in trying to find out together. While moving, eating, sitting, chanting and chatting. I truly hope we will 
continue in this way. Then a complete calligraphy appears by itself. 
  
Today rain cools down the heat in the city - heartbeat remains. 
  
Knud 



On June 2014 we moved 
to Kaiserstraße. The 
Sangha simply packed 
everything up, moved it 
out and moved it in. 
Within a few days a 
beautiful Dharma room 
opened it’s doors and 
remains open for all who 
will come in the future! Just one week after moving to our new place, Barry Briggs JDPSN led 

YMJJ retreat and officiated the “Buddha’s eyes opening” ceremony. Barry 
has a mellow laugh which peppers his uniquely wonderful Dharma talks 
and daily stories. He sure helped the Vienna members with the moving 
efforts…so much so that we gave him his own key to the Vienna Zen 
Center. Marlene Dietrich once sang that she had a permanent suitcase in 
Berlin, Barry has a permanent suitcase in Vienna! 

On June 23rd some of Vienna’s Sangha participated in a 1-week YMJJ led by 
Zen Master Dae Kwang in Vrazne, Czech Republic. Straight after the retreat, 
Dae Kwang Sunim came to Vienna, to give a Dharma Talk in Vienna’s 
Universität für Boden Kultur. Zen Master Dae Kwang answered questions 
after Senior Dharma Teacher, Jan Sendzimir gave an intro speech. Sangha 
members from Vienna, Vrazne and Bratislava, as well as students of the 
BOKU participated in the talk. Thank you for participating! 
!
Click here to watch the talk. 

June 2014

https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLgeLQrFUAWuBkNVBrx3WK16gpgKwad9KW
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLgeLQrFUAWuBkNVBrx3WK16gpgKwad9KW


July 2014
Movie Night - Friday, July 18th, 18:00. 
Join us for one round of sitting, followed by a movie in the Zen 
Center! Entry is open for family and friends. Please inform us in 
advance on your participation so we can arrange enough 
popcorn and cookies! :) 
!

Zen Day with Michal Rachůnek - Saturday, July 26th. 
Join us for a Zen Day in the Vienna Zen Center to be led 
by Michal Rachůnek, Dharma Teacher. The retreat is open 
for experienced students as well as beginners.
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